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1. 

PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY IN AN 
INTELLIGENT DATA OPERATING LAYER 

SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND 

Big data technologies describe a new generation of tech 
nologies and architectures designed to economically extract 
value from very large volumes of a wide variety of data by, for 
example, enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or 
analysis. In short, big data technology can help to extract 
value from the digital universe. Big data comes in one size: 
large. Systems that attempt to process such amounts of data 
will be awash with data, easily amassing terabytes and even 
petabytes of information. In information technology, the big 
data sets are so large and complex that they become awkward 
to process using relational databases and standard manage 
ment tools. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The multiple drawings refer to embodiments of the disclo 
sure. While embodiments of the disclosure described herein 
are Subject to various modifications and alternative forms, 
specific embodiments thereof have been shown by way of 
example in the drawings and will herein be described in 
detail. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a network diagram of an 
embodiment of an intelligence platform for processing big 
data sets of unstructured data as well as structured data that 
includes intelligent data operation engine servers, one or 
more distributed index handlers, and one or more instances of 
action handlers. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example diagram of an embodiment of 
an enterprise service bus. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example block diagram of an embodi 
ment of some modules of an intelligent data operation engine 
SeVe. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example block diagram of an embodi 
ment of an intelligent data operation engine server generating 
a conceptual representation of an electronic file. 

FIGS. 5A-5B illustrates an example flow diagram of a 
process to create one or more conceptual understandingS/ 
representations of electronic files. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example flow diagram of an embodi 
ment of a process. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an example block diagram of an embodi 
ment of an intelligent data operation engine with a speech 
recognition engine portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, numerous specific details are 
set forth, Such as examples of specific data signals, compo 
nents, connections, etc. in order to provide a thorough under 
standing of the present disclosure. It will be apparent, how 
ever, to one skilled in the art that the present disclosure may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well known components or methods have not been described 
in detail but rather in a block diagram in order to avoid 
unnecessarily obscuring the present disclosure. Thus, the spe 
cific details set forth are merely exemplary. The specific 
details may be varied from and still be contemplated to be 
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure. 

In the following description of exemplary embodiments, 
reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a 
part hereof, and in which it is shown by way of illustration 
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2 
specific embodiments in which the disclosure can be prac 
ticed. It is to be understood that other embodiments can be 
used and structural changes can be made without departing 
from the scope of the embodiments of this disclosure. As used 
herein, the terms “couple.” “connect, and “attach' are inter 
changeable and include various forms of connecting one part 
to another either directly or indirectly. Also, it should be 
appreciated that one or more structural features described in 
one embodiment could be implemented in a different 
embodiment, even if not specifically mentioned as being a 
feature thereof. 

In general, Systems and methods are discussed that allow 
for an intelligence platform configured for the processing of a 
large set of both unstructured data as well as structured data. 
The intelligence platform includes a series of modular and 
distributed servers configured for distributed processing of 
big data sets including both structured and unstructured infor 
mation types across two or more intelligent data operation 
engine servers. The intelligence platform further includes two 
or more similar instances of an intelligent data operation 
engine server. Each intelligent data operation engine server 
may be configured to apply automatic advanced analytics, 
categorization, and clustering to all appropriate types of data 
including the structured and unstructured data. The intelligent 
data operation engine servers can form a conceptual under 
standing of content in electronic files and then cooperate with 
a distributed index handler to index the conceptual under 
standing of the electronic file. The intelligence platform fur 
ther includes an indeX processing pipeline containing one or 
more instances of the distributed index handler. Each instance 
of the distributed index handler is configured to split and 
index data into the two or more instances of the intelligent 
data operation engine servers, optimize performance by 
batching data, replicate all index commands, and invoke 
dynamic load distribution. The intelligence platform can 
include a query pipeline with one or more instances of an 
action handler that allows for the distribution of protocol 
action commands between the two or more intelligent data 
operation engine servers. The query pipeline and the index 
processing pipeline cooperate with the two or more intelli 
gent data operation engine servers to improve Scalability and 
performance on the big sets of data containing both structured 
and unstructured electronic files. 
Overview 
On the server side, the servers take advantage of both 

distributed computing among the set of servers, an intelli 
gence engine contextually making a nexus between various 
concepts, and mirroring of hardware and content to achieve 
near real time analyzing of big data sets and being able to take 
an informed action based on the analysis. 
Server Mirroring and Distributed Processing 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a network diagram of an 
embodiment of an intelligence platform for processing big 
data sets of unstructured data as well as structured data that 
includes intelligent data operation engine servers, one or 
more distributed index handlers, and one or more instances of 
action handlers. In this example, one server computer for 
simplicity represents each server site. However, it should be 
understood that each server site may include multiple server 
computers working together collaboratively in a distributed 
manner as described above. Server computers 105M, 105A, 
105B and 105C connected to the network 100 may be con 
figured as intelligent data operating layer servers (intelligent 
data operation engine servers). The intelligent data operation 
engine server instances may include a main intelligent data 
operation engine server 105M and multiple mirrored intelli 
gent data operation engine servers 105A-105C. The main 
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intelligent data operation engine server 105M may mirror its 
information onto the mirrored intelligent data operation 
engine servers 105A-105C. The mirroring may include mir 
roring the content of the main intelligent data operation 
engine server database 106M into the mirrored intelligent 
data operation engine server databases 106A-106C. The main 
intelligent data operation engine server 105M and the mir 
rored intelligent data operation engine servers 105A-105C 
may be located or distributed in various geographical loca 
tions to serve the enterprise facilities in these areas. For 
example, the main intelligent data operation engine server 
105M may be located in Paris, the mirrored intelligent data 
operation engine server 105A may be located in Boston, 
105E in Philadelphia, and 105C in New York. Additionally, 
multiple instances of the intelligent data operation engine 
server 105A, 105B, and 105C may be located at the same 
geographic location with the instances configured to cooper 
ate to speed up query response time and to scale to handle 
massive data analysis. As discussed, the mirroring of a server 
computer in one location with another server computer in 
another location may be understood as the mirroring of a 
server site with all of its server computers together with 
associated hardware and content. 
The action handler can be used to query a cluster of intel 

ligent data operation engine servers. The action handler dis 
tributes action commands amongst the two or more intelligent 
data operation engine servers, increasing the speed with 
which actions are executed and saving processing time. The 
action handler monitors activity of each intelligent data 
operation engine server and load balances between the two or 
more intelligent data operation engine servers. The action 
handler also distributes actions when a lack offeedback from 
a particular intelligent data operation engine server occurs to 
ensure uninterrupted Service if any of the intelligent data 
operation engine servers should fail. 
The action handler is user configurable to decide which 

mode it will run in: Mirror mode, and Non-mirror. 
Mirror mode: The intelligent data operation engine servers 

that the action handler distributes command actions in a com 
mon protocol to are identical (that is two or more of the 
intelligent data operation engine servers in a cluster of servers 
are exact copies of each other, each one is configured the same 
way and contains the same data). 

Non-mirror: The intelligent data operation engine servers 
that the action handler distributes command actions in a com 
mon protocol to are different (that is two or more of intelligent 
data operation engine servers in the cluster of servers is con 
figured differently and contains different data). When running 
the action handler in non-mirror mode, the action handler sets 
up Virtual Databases that can be of the following types: Com 
binator and Distributor. 

Combinator: The Virtual Database forwards an action 
command to all the databases that it comprises. The action 
handler collates and sorts the results before the action handler 
returns them. 

Distributor: The Virtual Database forwards an action com 
mand to one of the databases it comprises. These databases 
must be identical (that is all of the databases are exact copies 
of each other and contain the same data). The way the action 
handler forwards the action is determined by the distribution 
method. 
The distributed index handler can be used to create the 

common index for a cluster of intelligent data operation 
engine servers. The distributed index handler distributes 
index commands to the two or more intelligent data operation 
engine servers, so that index commands are executed more 
quickly and processing time is saved. The distributed index 
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4 
handler also distributes index commands that ensure uninter 
rupted service when a lack of feedback from a particular 
intelligent data operation engine server occurs to ensure unin 
terrupted service if any of the intelligent data operation 
engine servers should fail. Connectors index into the distrib 
uted index handler. 
The distributed index handler is user configurable to decide 

which mode that it will run in: Mirror mode, and Non-mirror. 
Mirror mode: The distributed index handler distributes all 

the index data it receives to all the intelligent data operation 
engine servers that it is connected to. The intelligent data 
operation engine servers are exact copies of each other that 
mustall be configured in the same way. At least one intelligent 
data operation engine server and one instance of the distrib 
uted index handler should run in mirror mode if the facility 
wants to ensure uninterrupted service when one of the intel 
ligent data operation engine servers should fail. While one 
intelligent data operation engine server is inoperable, data 
continues to be indexed into its identical copies which at the 
same time are still available to return data for queries. 

Non-Mirror mode: The distributed index handler distrib 
utes the index data it receives evenly across the designated 
intelligent data operation engine servers that it is connected 
to. For example, if the distributed index handler is connected 
to four intelligent data operation engine servers, it indexes 
approximately one quarter of the data into each one of the 
intelligent data operation engine servers, (note individual 
documents are not split up). Running the distributed index 
handler in non-mirror mode assists in instances where servic 
ing an amount of data that is to be indexed is too large for a 
single intelligent data operation engine server. When the 
intelligent data operation engine servers that the distributed 
index handler indexes into are situated on different machines, 
the index process will require less time. 

For Some embodiments, a set of two or more intelligent 
data operation engine servers may work together in a coop 
erative and distributed manner to do the work of a common 
query engine. For example, there may be a set of two or more 
intelligent data operation engine servers in Boston configured 
to perform the operations of the common query engine. This 
allows the functionalities of the common query engine 
amongst the set of server computers to be performed in a 
faster manner. 
The distribution of server computers within a given loca 

tion or sister location helps to improve the identification and 
response time to post of relevant electronic files. The mirror 
ing of sites with identical compositions of hardware and 
content is done to help improve the identification and 
response time. In addition, the mirroring of identical server 
site locations aids in servicing potentially millions of com 
puting devices by distributing the workload and limiting the 
physical transmission distance and associated time. The intel 
ligent data operation engine server set is duplicated with the 
same content and mirrored across the Internet to distribute 
this load to multiple identical sites in order to increase both 
response time and handle the capacity of the queries by those 
computing devices. 

Next, when the intelligent data operation engine server 
105A is overloaded, the computing devices 110A at a given 
enterprise facility may be connected with the intelligent data 
operation engine server 105C in New York because it may not 
be overloaded even though the intelligent data operation 
engine server 105C may be further from the geographic loca 
tion of the enterprise facility than the intelligent data opera 
tion engine server 105A. 

For some embodiments, a set of intelligent data operation 
engine servers may be used to analyze big data stored in 
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repositories and do data operation actions on that information 
Such as respond to queries, give current trends, etc. A hierar 
chical set of filters may be spread linearly across the set of 
intelligent data operation engine servers. These intelligent 
data operation engine servers may work together in collabo 
ration to process the big data information in order to respond 
to queries, project trending information, etc. For example, the 
intelligent data operation engine server 105A, the intelligent 
data operation engine servers 105A-105C may work together 
to process the information received from the enterprise facil 
ity 110A. The communication channel 151 using a common 
protocol between the intelligent data operation engine servers 
105A and 105C, and the communication channel 152 
between the intelligent data operation engine server 105A 
and 105B illustrates this collaboration. Similarly, the intelli 
gent data operation engine servers 105C, 105B, and 105A 
may work together to process the information received from 
the enterprise facility 110B. The communication channel 151 
between the intelligent data operation engine servers 105C 
and 105A, and the communication channel 153 between the 
intelligent data operation engine servers 105C and 105B 
illustrates this collaboration. 
The number of intelligent data operation engine servers 

installed at a facility generally depends on the number of 
documents and facility users that the intelligent platform will 
be required to handle. Generally, one intelligent data opera 
tion engine server can comfortably analyze, store, and pro 
cess queries for a set amount of documents or users. To 
achieve an optimal query speed or document processing 
speed a number of servers should be combined to scale 
together with the use of the action handler and distributed 
index handler. In addition, it is also useful to install multiple 
intelligent data operation engine servers so one or more intel 
ligent data operation engine servers can be specifically 
tweaked for certain categories. Generally, response time is 
minimized when the data is spread across multiple intelligent 
data operation engine servers, so that each intelligent data 
operation engine server stores one Subject area, or data that 
can be separated into data that is used frequently and data that 
is used infrequently. The facility may store each data group on 
individual intelligent data operation engine servers to speed 
up the Dynamic Reasoning Engine's (DREs) response time. 

In an example query process, each server in the set of 
servers applies filters to eliminate irrelevant stored electronic 
files and/or find corresponding positive matched electronic 
files in enterprise facilities 110A, 110B as possible matches to 
feature sets of known objects in the object database. Entire 
categories of possible matching objects can be eliminated 
simultaneously, while Subsets even within a single category 
of possible matching objects can be simultaneously solved 
for on different servers. Each server may hierarchically rule 
out potentially known electronic files on each machine to 
narrow down the hierarchical branch. 
The intelligent data operation engine server set contains 

processing power that can be distributed across the intelligent 
data operation engine serverset, and applied to the intelligent 
data operating layer databases. The collaboration among the 
intelligent data operation engine servers may help speed up 
the data analysis process. For example, each of the intelligent 
data operation engine servers may apply filters to eliminate a 
certain pattern of features as possible matches to features of 
known electronic files stored in the database. Entire catego 
ries of electronic files may be eliminated simultaneously, 
while the collaborating intelligent data operation engine serv 
ers may simultaneously identify Subsets even within a single 
category of electronic files as potential matching objects. 
Further, feedback communication occurs between each intel 
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6 
ligent data operation engine server to help hierarchically rule 
out potential known electronic files to narrow down the hier 
archical branch and leaf path to determine whether there is a 
match. 
As discussed, the server computer has a set of one or more 

databases to store a scalable database of electronic files. The 
intelligent platform of intelligent data operation engine serv 
ers, distributed index handlers, and action handlers described 
herein enable organizations to understand and process big 
data set information, structured and unstructured, in near real 
time. The cooperation between the intelligent platform of 
intelligent data operation engine servers and distributed index 
handlers is able to aggregate and index any form of structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured data into a single index, 
regardless of where the file resides. Users of traditional sys 
tems may be required to sequentially search in four or five 
repositories to arrive at an acceptable results list, whereas the 
intelligent platform enables a single point of search for all 
enterprise information (including rich media), saving organi 
Zations time and money. With access to virtually every piece 
of content, the intelligent platform provides a complete view 
of an organization's data assets. 

In various embodiments, the systems and methods 
described herein might not use a schema. In some cases, a big 
data set may not have a schema that will work with all of the 
data that is stored by a user of the system. This data may have 
many different formats and may include many different types 
of files. Accordingly, it can be preferable for the system to 
function without a predefined schema. In an embodiment, 
intelligent data operation engine analyzes the content of 
structured and unstructured data in electronic files, creates 
conceptual understandings of these electronic files, and cre 
ates a search index that resides on a server or sets of servers as 
an executable application that integrates with the massive 
parallel processers and multithreaded nature of the hardware 
in the server. The intelligent data operation engine, action 
handler, and distributed index handlers may be configured as 
executable applications or services running alongside other 
software. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the servers 106A, 105A-B, can be 

distributed. For example, in organizations that are geographi 
cally distributed, local replicas can be automatically created 
and utilized where possible. Remote copies may only be used 
when a local system fails, thereby building fault tolerance 
whilst maintaining the benefits of local performance and a 
reduction of resource overhead into a single, seamless Ser 
vice. In other embodiments, documents may be distributed to 
different parts of the system based on age, Subject matter, 
language, etc. 
The system illustrated in FIG. 1 can perform load balanc 

ing using a distributed index handler and an action handler. 
With load balancing, data is automatically replicated across 
multiple servers and user requests are load-balanced across 
these replicas, improving performance, reducing latency, and 
improving user-experience. In some embodiments, a search 
can be directed to a proper portion of a system based on what 
is being searched for. For example, in one embodiment more 
resources may be dedicated to recent news articles because 
more recent news may generally be of greater interest to many 
users and, accordingly, it may be important to search these 
stories more quickly and they may be searched by a greater 
number of people, perhaps performing a greater number of 
searches. Conversely, fewer resources might be provided for 
less recent news stores stored in Such a system because fewer 
searches on those stores might be performed. 
The system illustrated in FIG.1 may also include a multi 

dimensional index to provide valuable information to the 
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distribution components. An example intelligent data opera 
tion engine serverprecludes bottlenecks and unbalanced peak 
loads during the indexing and query process. An embodiment 
can provide prioritized throttling to preclude bottlenecks and 
unbalanced peak loads. The prioritized throttling includes 
factors such as: 1) time to maximize index/query performance 
based on the time of day (i.e. work hours), 2) location such as 
prioritizing activity based on the server landscape, and 3) 
status Such as an assigned priority status for processing. 
An intelligent data operation engine server is configured to 

apply automatic advanced analytics, categorization, and clus 
tering to all types of data including structured and unstruc 
tured data, which enables organizations to reduce costs and 
risks, and collect server data for any purpose including data 
analytics, efficient discovery, and legal hold. In an embodi 
ment, the intelligent data operation engine server is config 
ured to perform keyword and conceptual searches; speech 
analytics; video file, social media content, email and messag 
ing content searches. The intelligent data operation engine 
server may then categorize all this information, all on the 
same platform. In an embodiment, an intelligent data opera 
tion engine server understands over 1,000 content types from 
more than 400 repositories in over 150 human languages. 
Over 500 operations can be performed on digital content by 
the intelligent data operation engine server, including hyper 
linking, clustering, agents, Summarization, taxonomy gen 
eration, profiling, alerting, and meaning-based search and 
retrieval. Because intelligent data operation engine server is 
at the core of an example system's scalable, modular family 
of product offerings, any product can be seamlessly inte 
grated with any other system. 

Similarly, in various embodiments one or more servers 
105M, 105A-105C, may include map and reduce integration 
Such that the intelligent data operating layer Supports and 
leverages the Hadoop Recosystem, combining the strengths 
of Such a system and the intelligent data operating layer for 
richer analytic computation. Unlike other vendors who sim 
ply re-implement Map/Reduce, the intelligent data operating 
layer can uniquely leverage additional tools in Such systems 
that include technology stack such as Hbase and Hive. Paral 
lel import and export to HDFS allows data transformation to 
occur in Such example systems or the intelligent data operat 
ing layer. 
The management of structured and unstructured content 

requires an intelligent data operations platform, such as an 
intelligent data operating layer, to meet the most rigorous 
performance requirements and that can also be easily resized 
or reconfigured commensurate to business needs. An operator 
of the server system has an option to place the instances of the 
intelligent data operation engine servers to run in 1) mirroring 
mode or 2) non-mirroring mode. The operator may place 
instances of the intelligent data operation engine servers to 
run in 1) mirroring mode in order to scale to process massive 
amounts of queries per unit time because the instances are 
replicated copies of each other and the processing of the 
queries is load balanced between the replicated instances of 
the intelligent data operation engine servers. The operator 
may place instances of the intelligent data operation engine 
servers to run in 2) non-mirroring mode to process queries 
with less latency between a query request and a search result 
response because the instances are 1) configured differently 
or 2) work on different sets of data causing less latency 
between the query request and the search result response. 
An example system scales to Support the large enterprise 

and portal deployments in the world, with presence in many 
markets. The intelligent data operating layer server analyzes 
larger sets of data, Such as Big Data, and returns a manageable 
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set of data back to a user. Since the intelligent data operating 
layer scalability is based on its modular, distributed architec 
ture, the intelligent data operating layer can handle massive 
amounts of data such as on commodity dual-CPU servers. For 
instance, only a few hundred entry-level enterprise machines 
may be needed Supporta large, i.e. 10 billion record, footprint 
of big data. The intelligent data operating layer is configured 
to handle the larger sets of data to create improved perfor 
mance of the intelligent data operating layer. 

In an example embodiment, a single intelligent data oper 
ating layer engine can: Support an estimated 100 million 
documents on 32-bit architectures and over 750 million on 
64-bit platforms; accurately index in excess of 100 GB/hour 
with index commit times (i.e. how fast an asset can be queried 
after it is indexed) of sub 5 ms; execute over 2,500 queries per 
second, while querying the entire index for relevant informa 
tion, with Sub-second response times on a single machine 
with two CPUs when used against 50 million pieces of con 
tent; Support hundreds of thousands of enterprise users, or 
millions of web users, accessing hundreds of terabytes or 
even petabytes of data; and save storage space with an overall 
footprint of less than 10% of the original file size. 

This enhanced Scalability results in hardware cost-savings 
as well as the ability to address larger Volumes of content. 
Though the intelligent data operating layer scales extremely 
well on commodity servers, its flexible architecture can take 
full advantage of 1) massive parallelism, symmetric multi 
processing processing capabilities, 2) software platforms 
(such as Solaris 10, Linux 64, WinG4, etc), 3) distributed 
server farms, and 4) external disk arrays (i.e. NAS, SAN etc) 
to further improve their performance. This flexibility extends 
to being able to leverage individual or a combination of these 
different environments. 
The intelligent data operation engine servers provide a 

common processing layer that allows an organization to form 
a conceptual understanding of information, both inside and 
outside the enterprise. Based on the intelligent data operating 
layer, the platform uses probabilistic algorithms to automati 
cally recognize concepts and ideas expressed in all forms of 
information. In an embodiment, the intelligent data operation 
engine servers leverage NoSQL (Not OnlySQL) technology, 
which enables enterprises to simultaneously understand and 
act upon electronic documents, emails, video, chat, phone 
calls, and application data moving across networks, the web, 
the Cloud, smartphones, tablets, and sensors. With over 500 
out-of-the box functions and 400 connectors, the intelligent 
data operating layer advanced pattern-matching technology 
understands the meaning of all enterprise information regard 
less of format, human language, location, Subject or quantity 
and detects patterns, emotions, sentiments, intent, risks, and 
preferences as they happen. The connectors may extract data 
from content sources, import the data into an IDX format or 
XML file formats, and then index the data into the intelligent 
data operation engine server or servers. A single view into all 
content allows highly complex analytics to be performed 
seamlessly across a variety of data types, repositories, and 
communication channels to dramatically increase the value 
an organization can derive from its information. 

FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 illustrate an intelligence platform for the 
processing of large set of both unstructured data of all vari 
eties, such as video, audio, Social media, email, text, click 
streams, log files, and web-related content and search results, 
as well as structured data. Distributed processing of big data 
sets that include structured and unstructured information 
types across the clusters of intelligent computing engines 
utilizes a simple programming model. As illustrated in FIG.2, 
content from various repositories of stored electronic files are 
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aggregated by connectors 200 and then using indeX process 
ing 202, content of stored electronic files is indexed into the 
intelligent data operation engine server and/or communicated 
for dissemination across multiple intelligent data operation 
engine servers 206, through the distributed index handler. 

In an embodiment, an intelligent data operating layer is 
built on adaptive pattern recognition technology and proba 
bilistic modeling to form a conceptual and contextual under 
standing of the digital content and metadata associated with 
an electronic file, and then later the conceptual understanding 
of the contextual understanding is refined by extracting mean 
ing from the manner in which people interact with that elec 
tronic file. Meaning based computing refers to the ability to 
form a conceptual understanding of all information, whether 
structured, semi-structured or unstructured, and recognize the 
relationships that exist within it. The conceptual understand 
ing of information allows computers to harness the full rich 
ness of human information, bringing meaning to all data, 
regardless of what data structure that information comes from 
or what type of storage repository stores that data. Through 
Sophisticated functionality and analytics, meaning based 
computing automates manual operations in real-time to offer 
true business value. Meaning based computing extends far 
beyond traditional methods such as keyword search that sim 
ply allow users to find and retrieve data. Keyword search 
engines, for example, cannot comprehend the meaning of 
information, so they only find documents in which a specific 
word occurs. The intelligent data operating layer assigns both 
mathematical weights and idea distancing positioning in dif 
ferent categories to give an ability to understand information 
that discusses the same idea (i.e. are relevant) but use seman 
tically different words. Idea distancing shows vital relation 
ship between seemingly separately tagged Subjects to 
increase findability of information. These example systems 
also may use statistical probability modeling that is refined 
over time of operation of the engine to calculate the probabi 
listic relationships between terms and phrases. The model of 
the conceptual understanding then improves over time to be a 
more accurate view of the conceptual meaning of a document 
based by applying each new use of that conceptual under 
standing to affect the weighted values on the stored data. 
One example of this theory at work is the intelligent plat 

forms agent profile technology. Users can create agents to 
automatically track the latest information related to their 
interests, and the intelligent data operating layer determines 
the relevance of a document based on the model of the agent. 
Adaptive Probabilistic Concept Modeling (APCM) algo 
rithms are also used to analyze, sort and cross-reference 
unstructured information. In a similar manner, knowledge 
about the documents deemed relevant by a user to an agents 
profile can be used in judging the relevance of future docu 
mentS. 

While some other models start off with an a priori knowl 
edge of the State of the system and apply training to it, the 
intelligent platform begins with a blank slate and allows 
incoming data to dictate the model. In true Bayesian fashion, 
the model mixes new information with a growing body of 
older content to refine and retrain the engine. Shannon's 
Information Theory uses a mathematical foundation for infor 
mation to be treated as a quantifiable value in communica 
tions. The intelligent data operating layer uses Shannon's 
Information Theory on human languages, which contain a 
high degree of redundancy or nonessential content. In an 
embodiment, an intelligent data operating layer also uses 
Shannon's Information Theory to ensure that the terms with 
weighted values stored in the conceptual understanding of a 
given piece of information are the ones with the most con 
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ceptually relevant terms for that stored conceptual under 
standing representation of the information. It is the combina 
tion of the above two theories that enable the intelligent 
platform's software to determine the most important, or infor 
mative, concepts within a document. Using the combination 
of 1) idea distancing, 2) Shannon's Information Theory to 
pick up the most important terms to gain a conceptual under 
standing of a document and understanding the hierarchical 
structure of an analyzed document itself to give a conceptual 
understanding of a content of a document (i.e. content found 
in a title and/or Summary paragraph of a hierarchy of a docu 
ment are given more weight than the content found in a body 
of a document), and 3) a Bayesian statistical modeling that 
refines assigned mathematical weights over time, all assist to 
build an accurate conceptual understanding representation of 
a document. 
The intelligent data operating layer may use the above 

capabilities along with having programmed intelligence to 
recognize over 1,000 different file formats and securely con 
nect to over 400 repositories to provide advanced and accu 
rate retrieval of the valuable knowledge and business intelli 
gence that already exists within any organization. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, connectors 200 may be used. For 

example, organizations can democratize data types with the 
intelligent platform's 400+ connectors, as well as new con 
nectors for Social Content and big data with support for 
Facebook.(R), Twitter(R), HadoopR, and others. New functions 
for intelligent image and document recognition functions 
include document comparison for version management, sig 
nature identification, among other features, and can accom 
modate data extraction requirements from complex data 
sources such as contracts, forms, productivity tools, and 
spreadsheets. In addition, standard connectors and flexible 
APIs assist customers in moving data, creating reports, dash 
boards, and queries—and developing applications for 
improved query performance and Scalability. 

In some embodiments, relatively inexpensive commodity 
machines may be configured to run connectors 200, and a 
more expensive, reliable and higher performance Enterprise 
class platform may be configured to run the core servers. 

Enterprises may have storage repositories organized by 
Subject matter or department, for example, a database for 
sales, a database for finance, a database for legal, a database 
for news, a database for e-mails, and many more repositories 
of structured and unstructured data. The intelligent platform 
allows these databases from distinctly separate sources to 
work harmoniously as one shared storage of structured and 
unstructured data. From a single platform, companies can 
access and process any piece of data in any form, including 
unstructured data Such as text, email, web, Voice, or video 
files, regardless of its location or language. For example, 
language pipeline 204 might be configured to automatically 
recognize and understand videos, Voice mails, and text docu 
ments and convert them into an understandable list of impor 
tant text and phrases and images/symbols in that electronic 
file. The language pipeline 204 is discussed further with 
respect to FIG. 7. 

In an embodiment, an intelligent data operation engine 
server consists of a server that is scalable, contains one or 
more processors to Support multi-threaded processing on 
advanced pattern-matching technology that exploits high 
performance probabilistic modeling techniques. In an 
embodiment, a first instance of the action handler is imple 
mented in a distribution server configured to Support and 
convey distributed protocol action commands to and between 
the two or more intelligent data operation engine servers, 
which assists a user in Scaling the intelligence platform for the 
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processing the large sets of both unstructured data of as well 
as structured data in a linear manner, increasing the speed 
with which actions are executed, and saving processing time. 

The index processing pipeline contains one or more 
instances of the distributed index handler. The distributed 
index handler can efficiently split and indeX large quantities 
of data into multiple intelligent data operation engine server 
instances, optimizing performance by batching data, replicat 
ing index commands, and invoking dynamic load distribu 
tion. The distributed index handler can perform data-depen 
dent operations, such as distributing the content by date, 
which allows for more efficient querying. The query pipeline 
208 contains one or more instances of a distributed action 
handler. In some embodiments, the action handler is a distri 
bution server that allows for the distribution of protocolaction 
commands such as Autonomy Connection Information pro 
tocol action commands, to and between the multiple intelli 
gent data operation engine servers, which assists to allow for 
Scaling systems in a linear manner, increasing the speed with 
which actions are executed and saving processing time. 

The action handler may be a distribution server that allows 
the user to distribute action commands, such as querying, to 
the two or more intelligent data operation engine servers in 
order to augment performance across the intelligent platform. 
The query pipeline and indeX processing pipeline cooperate 
to improve Scalability and performance on big sets of data 
containing both structured and un-structured electronic files. 
The query pipeline and indeX processing pipeline cooperate 
with multiple copies of intelligent data operation engine serv 
ers to improve Scalability and performance on large sets of 
data containing both structured and un-structured electronic 
files. The action handler propagates query actions to the two 
or more instances of intelligent data operation engine servers 
to search the index of content in the two or more repositories, 
which further ensures uninterrupted service in the event of 
server failure. The action handler uses the two or more 
instances of intelligent data operation engine servers as a pool 
of servers, a primary intelligent data operation engine server 
is automatically selected and the action handler Switches to 
secondary intelligent data operation engine server when the 
primary intelligent data operation engine server fails so that 
service continues uninterrupted. 
The intelligence platform may be selected/configured by 

the user on how to intelligently distribute work amongst the 
instances of intelligent data operation engine servers. For 
flexibility, both the action handler and the distributed index 
handler can be configured by the user to run in mirroring 
mode (intelligent data operation engine servers are exact cop 
ies of each other) and non-mirroring mode (each intelligent 
data operation engine server is configured differently and 
contains different data). Thus, the user is given an option of 
how to optimize the multiple instances of intelligent data 
operation engine servers to service their sets of repositories of 
stored electronic files and the expected volume of (i.e. amount 
of) queries the system is expected to processpera unit of time. 
In the non-mirroring mode, the system is optimized to 
handle a maximum expected Volume of numberlamount of 
queries per unit time. Each intelligent data operation engine 
server instance is processing its own given query and works 
through the analytics of finding relevant matching electronic 
files by itself independent of the other intelligent data opera 
tion engine server instances. Load balancing still occurs 
amongst the multiple instances but the handling of an indi 
vidual query analysis and search result response is handled by 
a single intelligent data operating layer instance working on 
that individual query analysis. 
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12 
In the mirroring mode, the system is optimized to handle 

fewer amounts of queries at a greater response time. All of the 
intelligent data operation engine server instances cooperate to 
work on different aspects and parts of handling of an indi 
vidual query analysis and search result response for that 
query analysis. Thus the intelligence platform is 1) Scalable to 
Suit each user enterprise needs—handle massive amounts of 
queries per unit time or 2) handle fewer queries with less 
latency between the query and the search result response. 
The distributed index handler increases performance of 

both the indeX processing pipeline and query pipeline by 
using database statistics and life cycle management to deter 
mine relevant electronic files and place them into the proper 
category for indexing, and then later for query optimization 
provides feedback while searching different repositories to 
determine the most relevant electronic files. This determina 
tion may occur by factoring both an amount of relevant docu 
ments returning to the key terms of the query, the strength or 
percentage relevance of those returned documents to the 
query, and tracked historic data of most relevant indexed 
categories to search for previous similar queries. 
The action handler of the query pipeline analyzes the 

nature of a query when possible, for example, a query in the 
financial data base of an enterprise is most likely wanting 
financial related structured and unstructured data returned as 
search results and accordingly documents indexed in the 
financial category are searched first. Likewise, a query about 
news items would search for documents indexed in the cur 
rent news category are searched first and lifecycle manage 
ment tends to put older documents date wise out of that 
category and into a historical news category. The query pipe 
line increases performance by determining the most rare 
occurrence terms or noun phrases in the query search terms. 
Thus, the action handler of the query pipeline is configured to 
analyze a nature of a content of a query when possible and the 
query pipeline increases performance by determining the 
most rare occurrence terms or noun phrases in the query 
search terms. 
The query pipeline analyzes a statistically most rare occur 

rence of terms or noun phrases present in the query search 
terms such that a nature of the query can determine a most 
relevant Sub-portions of the common indexed structured data 
and unstructured data to begin the search in and send com 
mand actions to two or more intelligent data operation engine 
servers to focus a most amount of processing power in ana 
lyzing the electronic files in the storage repositories contain 
ing these relevant Sub-portions. The query pipeline focuses 
the majority of total processing power of the distributed two 
or more intelligent data operation engine servers to find rel 
evant electronic files most relevant towards the most rare 
occurrence terms, noun phrases, and/or term pairings, in the 
query search terms. The more common search terms tend to 
bring back a wider swath of documents that are not relevant 
that need to be analyzed. However, by starting the search 
response on the indexed structured data and unstructured data 
weighing heavily on the most rare occurrence terms, noun 
phrases, and/or term pairings tends to rapidly narrow the 
volume of potentially relevant documents/electronic files that 
need to be analyzed for determining a mathematical number 
of their relevance in relation to the query so a ranked list of 
relevant structured and unstructured data can be presented 
back as search results. 
The intelligence platform keeps electronic files with the 

entirety of that file but inserts statistical weights for relevance 
to the conceptual understanding of that document into the 
tiers of term level, corpus level, and document level and then 
places the representation understanding of that electronic file 
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into the appropriate category. The intelligence platform uses 
feedback when searching for matching content between 
structured and unstructured documents. In addition, the Dis 
tributed Service Handler (DiSH) component allows effective 
auditing, monitoring and alerting of all other the components 
in this distributed platform. In some embodiments, the DiSH 
may be used for a single point of control, monitoring and 
configuration of all of the components in this distributed 
platform. 

In addition, the integration of the indexes for structured and 
unstructured data has been performed in a way that ensures 
maximum scalability. Techniques for storing structured data 
are well established as part of database systems, with more 
recent developments towards column-based storage allowing 
increasingly rapid evaluation of certain types of query. Rather 
than allowing separate “databases” to index the structured 
and unstructured data, intelligent data operation engine server 
has been designed to handle and store both types of data (i.e. 
structured and unstructured data) into a single system. This 
utilizes existing advances in structured data storage with the 
intelligent data operation engine server instances statistical 
database technology, and combines them to allow an imme 
diacy of interaction that is able to optimize queries that are 
evaluated against a corpus containing both structured and 
unstructured data simultaneously. 

In the illustrated embodiment, all of the intelligent data 
operation engine server instances use a common protocol, 
Such as Autonomy Connect Information (ACI) protocol, to 
talk to each other and present a common Application Pro 
gramming Interface (API) 210. 

In various embodiments of the systems and methods 
described herein, performance and capacity can be essen 
tially doubled by replicating the existing machine coordinat 
ing their efforts. This allows Scaling predictions to be made 
without worry about bottlenecks. 
Some embodiments deliver linear scalability by use of its 

distribution model, which allows additional machines, loca 
tions and indexes to appear as one. In addition, an intelligent 
data operating layer may include distributed components that 
are uniquely Geo-efficient. Geoefficiency permits com 
pletely fault tolerant national, trans-national and trans-global 
architectures to be assembled with ultimate flexibly in com 
ponent placement. The intelligent data operating layer's dis 
tributed components distributed index handler and action 
handler form a coherent layer within the intelligent data oper 
ating layer. The distributed index handler and action handler 
components can be placed inline or within fully nested 
topologies. Heterogeneous hardware/OS and network envi 
ronments are fully supported with both the action handler and 
distributed index handler able to act in isolation or coopera 
tively to intelligently process index and query traffic. The 
action handler and distributed index handler cooperating Sup 
port distributed index and query commands as well as data 
payload that can automatically be scheduled, mirrored, 
throttled, queued, and recovered. 

These systems and methods may support mirroring and fail 
over processes. For example, the action handler uses the two 
or more instances of intelligent data operation engine servers 
as a pool of servers. A primary intelligent data operation 
engine server is automatically selected and the action handler 
Switches to secondary intelligent data operation engine server 
when the primary intelligent data operation engine server 
fails so that service continues uninterrupted. 
The intelligent data operating layer's cooperation with the 

distributed index handler allows companies to cost-effec 
tively outsource the storage and management of emails, elec 
tronic documents, rich media files, instant messages, and all 
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14 
forms of web content. The intelligent data operating layers 
cooperation with the distributed index handler allows opera 
tion across for example, 25,000, production servers hosted in 
data centers located geographically around the world. The 
intelligent data operating layers cooperation with the distrib 
uted index handler provides security and scalability in the 
cloud, adhering to global certification standards such as SAS 
70 Type II, PCI DSS, US DOD 5015.02, UK TNA2002, and 
Australia's VERS. Two or more fully mirrored, geographi 
cally separate systems can provide complete data and system 
redundancy as well as parallel processing of all tasks. 
The intelligent data operating layer's cooperation with the 

distributed action handler provides a high degree of reliability 
through fail-over mechanisms built into the distribution com 
ponents. The action handler allows for example, 100%, 
uptime from a pair of two or more intelligent data operation 
engine servers, while the distributed index handler ensures 
data integrity across the pair of two or more intelligent data 
operation engine servers. 
The Distributed Service Handler (DiSH) component is 

configured to Support high availability deployments, so that 
administrators are alerted to potential faults or when mainte 
nance may be required. The Distributed Service Handler 
(DiSH) component allows effective auditing, monitoring and 
alerting of all other intelligent platform components. The 
Distributed Service Handler can be used to alert to critical 
errors, sizing boundaries or extraordinary events, thereby 
automatically keeping administrators aware when there are 
problems, when the limits of the current system are close to 
being reached, and when unexpected events occur. 
The illustrated server provides for instruction-level paral 

lelism. An intelligent data operating layer server program 
matically expresses itself as an expanding collection of opera 
tions. These operations can and are executed in serial pipeline 
form yet the inherent logic of simultaneously processing dis 
parate forms of unstructured, semi-structured and structured 
data requires a high degree of parallelism. Not only does the 
intelligent data operating layer need to ingest multiple 
streams and types of data, the intelligent data operating layer 
must also provide a real-time answer or decision against that 
data as it is indexed rather than force the user to wait an 
arbitrary period until serially accessed resources becomes 
available. As a consequence, the intelligent data operating 
layer has been designed with instruction-level parallelism 
(ILP) as the core of its process and operation model. ILP by 
definition is limited by the serial instruction model of scalar 
processors and thus the intelligent platform uses forms of 
parallel architecture including multi-CPU, hyper-threading 
and now single die multi-core processing. 
The intelligent data operating layer engine's default pro 

cess model is multi-threaded (using a configurable number of 
threads). The intelligent data operating layer operations can 
either be grouped by class, with indexing and querying per 
formed by separate threads or for n-core models a single 
operation can be "atomized' into multiple threads. Concur 
rent querying and indexing is the default with no requirement 
whatsoever for “locking any part of the indexes while que 
rying takes place. All major multi-core manufacturers are 
Supported, including, for example, Intel, AMD and Niagara 
offerings from Sun Microsystems. 
The intelligent platform may use multi-core strategies as a 

key to crossing the consumer “teraflop” threshold. The intel 
ligent platform may use "coalition' simulations of split 
thread intelligent data operating layer operations against 
n-core "battalion' processor units that blend general-purpose 
cores with more specialist cores such as those dedicated to 
signal processing. These blended core units in the engine may 
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be teraflop chips. The intelligent platform may use thread 
models that dynamically co-opt different core types to act in 
"coalition' to perform the simultaneous deconstruction and 
analysis of unstructured sources Such as video that combine 
visual and auditory attributes. 
The system illustrated in FIG. 1 can be scaled for increased 

performance. An embodiment scales to Support the largest 
enterprise-wide and portal deployments in the world, with 
presence in virtually every vertical market. Since these sys 
tems and methods scalability is based on its modular archi 
tecture, it can handle massive amounts of data on commodity 
dual-CPU servers. An embodiment of the intelligent data 
operating layer delivers linear Scalability through a multi 
threaded, multi-instance approach with load-balancing to 
intelligently distribute the indexing and query workload. 
Intelligent Data Operating Layer (IDOL) Server 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example block diagram of some mod 
ules of an intelligent data operation engine server, in accor 
dance with some embodiments. Intelligent data operation 
engine server 300 may include automatic hyperlinking mod 
ule 305, automatic categorization module 310, automatic 
query guidance module 315, automatic taxonomy generation 
module 320, profiling module 325, automatic clustering mod 
ule 330, and conceptual retrieval module 335. The automatic 
hyperlinking module 305 is configured to allow manual and 
fully automatic linking between related pieces of informa 
tion. The hyperlinks are generated in real-time at the moment 
the document is viewed. The automatic categorization mod 
ule 310 is configured to allow deriving precise categories 
through concepts found within unstructured text, ensuring 
that all data is classified in the correct context. 

The automatic query guidance module 315 is configured to 
provide query suggestions to find most relevant information. 
The automatic query guidance module 315 identifies the dif 
ferent meanings of a term by dynamically clustering the 
results into their most relevant groupings. The automatic tax 
onomy generation module 320 is configured to automatically 
generate taxonomies, such as an XML schema, and instantly 
organizes the data into a familiar child/parent taxonomical 
structure. The automatic taxonomy generation module 320 
identifies names and creates each node based on an under 
standing of the concepts with the data set as a whole. The 
profiling module 325 is configured to accurately understand 
individuals interests based on their browsing, content con 
sumption and content contribution. The profiling module 325 
generates a multifaceted conceptual profile of each user based 
on both explicit and implicit profiles. 
The automatic clustering module 330 is configured to help 

analyze large sets of documents and user profiles and auto 
matically identify inherent themes or information clusters. 
The automatic clustering module 330 even clusters unstruc 
tured content exchanged in emails, telephone conversations 
and instant messages. The conceptual retrieval module 335 is 
configured to recognize patterns using a scalable technology 
that recognizes concepts and find information based on words 
that may not be located in the documents. It should be noted 
that the intelligent data operation engine server 300 may also 
include other modules and features that enable it to work with 
enterprise facilities. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example block diagram of an embodi 
ment of an intelligent data operation engine server generating 
a conceptual representation of an electronic file. The creation 
of a conceptual representation of an electronic file not only 
extracts key text and metadata to assist in categorization of 
and taxonomy generation for the electronic file and also 
matching to relevant queries, but also preserves and intelli 
gently processes all content, intelligence and metadata rela 
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tionships that reside within the electronic file. The informa 
tion powering today’s organizations exists in two forms: 
structured and unstructured. The structured data requires 
humans to adapt the information to fit a format needed by 
machines. Manual classification augments structured infor 
mation with the nuances and complexity that computers 
could not grasp, because people do not speak in Zeroes and 
ones. The nature of human communication is complex, using 
language and idioms, photographs and videos, recordings and 
Social media interactions. Human information is unstructured 
and does not fit into the neat rows and columns of relational 
databases. Yet, unstructured content from the web and other 
Sources represents the fastest growing segment of the world’s 
content. An intelligent data operation engine server allows 
organizations to eliminate the inefficiencies of the manual 
issues associated with creating XML tags by understanding 
the content and purpose of either the tag itself, related infor 
mation, or both. 
The index processing pipeline develops a conceptual 

understanding of structured and unstructured electronic files, 
assigns statistical weights to the terms, noun phrases, etc. 
making up the electronic file indicating the relevance of those 
terms, noun phrases, etc. to the overall understanding of that 
electronic file. Those weights on a term level, corpus level, 
and document level are then associated with that electronic 
file as well as indexed into one or more categories that the 
electronic file primarily falls into, for example, categories 
determined by Subject matter, categories determined by age, 
categories determined by human language the electronic file 
is spoken and/or written in. Electronic document files can be 
text files, e-mails, electronic files, video files, audio files, 
instant messages, etc. 

In an embodiment, the intelligent data operating layer 
natively indexes all documents directly into XML into the 
engine and assigns XML tags into the conceptual understand 
ing representation of that document while maintaining any 
original XML tags. This allows interoperability between 
applications that use different XML tagging rules because the 
original XML tags are still there while the inserted XML tags 
help to connect the dots between any two XML tag structures. 
With the documents original XML tags and the natively 
indexed tags inserted all documents of all types, structured 
and unstructured, can be stored in single type of database. 
However since the common XML tags have been inserted 
into the conceptual understanding of all types of electronic 
files, from a single platform, companies can access and pro 
cess any piece data in any form, including unstructured data 
Such as text, email, web, Voice, or video files, regardless of its 
location, format of the unstructured document, or human 
language. 

For example, block 402 is an XML parser. An XML elec 
tronic file 416 can be an input to the XML parser 402. Alter 
natively, a non-XML electronic file 418 can be converted to 
XML 414 and provide an input to XML parser 402. The XML 
parser can then parse the converted electronic file (which is 
XML) or the XML electronic file 416 for input to the intelli 
gent layer 406. 
The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4 includes a hierarchal 

map module of the document 404 that generates a hierarchal 
map of each electronic file. Generally, the module 404 out 
lines the electronic file to capture a conceptual understanding 
of the document. For example, the intelligent layer can deter 
mine various concepts 422, 426 from the content map 408, 
which can include XML fields for various content of the 
document such as 'A' content description 420, “B” content 
description 424, etc. These contents 420, 424 can then pro 
vide the concepts 422, 426 for the hierarchal map. Tag rec 
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onciler 410 can reconcile tags for the content descriptions 
between the content map module 408 and the hierarchal map 
module of the document. The content map module 408 also 
tries to place similar concepts close to each other to take 
advantage of idea distancing. In this example way, the intel 
ligent data operation engine server can generate a conceptual 
representation of an electronic file. 
The classification portion identifies concepts in the data in 

an electronic file, and series of electronic files, and uses them 
to build clusters of related information. Taxonomy generation 
builds a hierarchical structure, from both these clusters and/or 
from the results of a query to the IDOL engine over time, 
which aids in the directory structure and category hierarchy. 
The category hierarchy contains categories that classification 
portion builds from concepts identified by a user and/or 
imported by taxonomy generation. 

In the illustrated embodiment, query handler 412 can 
receive user queries and provide input to the intelligence layer 
406. In this way, a user can perform a search using the systems 
and methods described herein. Based on the search results the 
intelligent layer 406 can provide XML output document 428 
to the user based on the query 412. 
More details with respect to the intelligent layer 406 are 

discussed with respect to FIGS. 5A and 5B. The intelligent 
layer 406 can take advantage of instruction-level parallelism 
and multi-threaded processing. 
Instruction-Level Parallelism 
An example system may programmatically express itself 

as an expanding collection of operations. These operations 
can and are executed in serial pipeline form yet the inherent 
logic of simultaneously processing disparate forms of 
unstructured, semi-structured and structured data may be 
amenable to a high degree of parallelism. Not only is an 
example system capable of ingesting multiple streams and 
types of data, it may also provide a real-time answer or deci 
sion against that data as it is indexed rather than force the user 
to wait an arbitrary period until serially accessed resources 
become available. 
As a consequence, the intelligent data operating layer may 

be designed with instruction-level parallelism (ILP) as part of 
its process and operation model. ILP by definition is limited 
by the serial instruction model of scalar processors; and thus, 
the intelligent platform may use all forms of parallel archi 
tecture from multi-CPU, hyper-threading, and/or single die 
multi-core processing. 
The engine's default process model may be multi-threaded 

(using a configurable number of threads). An example system 
can include operations that can either be grouped by class, 
with indexing and querying performed by separate threads for 
n-core models a single operation can be "atomized into 
multiple threads. Concurrent querying and indexing is the 
default with no requirement whatsoever for “locking any 
part of the indexes while querying takes place. The servers use 
many multi-core hardware parts and multiple threaded tech 
niques. 

FIGS. 5A-5B illustrate an example flow diagram of a pro 
cess to create one or more conceptual understandings/repre 
sentations of each electronic file. In step 500, the example 
method creates one or more conceptual-understanding repre 
sentations of each electronic file stored by the following 
steps. The index processing pipeline develops a conceptual 
understanding of both structured data and unstructured data 
electronic files. 

In step 505, inconsequential information from the supplied 
content is eliminated. For example, information not used for 
indexing or for the conceptual understanding of structured 
and unstructured electronic files may be eliminated. Typi 
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cally, each human language has many very common words 
that add little to conceptual understanding of the document 
such as the 'a', 'an, and, many verbs, etc. A filter con 
taining this list of words may eliminate these inconsequential 
words from the content of the electronic file. 

In step 510, a set of key terms is determined. The set of 
terms may include singular terms, higher order terms, noun 
phrases, or proper names. For example, when the index pro 
cessing pipeline develops a conceptual understanding of 
structured and unstructured electronic files it can assign sta 
tistical weights to the terms, noun phrases, etc. making up the 
electronic file indicating the relevance of those terms, noun 
phrases, etc. to the overall understanding of that electronic 
file. Those weights on a term level, corpus level, and docu 
ment level are then associated with that electronic file as well 
as indexed into one or more categories that the electronic file 
primarily falls into, for example, categories determined by 
Subject matter, categories determined by age, categories 
determined by human language the electronic file is spoken 
and/or written in. Electronic files can be text files, e-mails, 
electronic files, video files, audio files, instant messages, etc. 
A number of factors affect an assigned weight such as the 
number of times a word occurs in the electronic file and the 
word's position if a hierarchical structure exists in the elec 
tronic file. For example, words in a title and/or abstract para 
graph areassigned a higherweight than those merely found in 
the body of the document. 

In step 512, a frequency of occurrence weight is assigned to 
each maintermand higher order combination of terms in each 
sentence of the document, apply Bayesian theories and then 
associate one or more weighted values with each term. Apply 
an adaptive concept modeling weight based on hierarchy the 
structure of the document. 

In step 560, a mathematical indication of whether the con 
tent relates to the category is determined. This can be based on 
the key terms (step 510) and the frequency of occurrence 
weight assigned (step 512). Further, this is refined when peo 
ple's search query terms are analyzed each time this docu 
ment is selected by a user. The electronic file is moved closer 
to categories corresponding to the people's search query 
terms who have selected that electronic file as a relevant 
document to the search query. 

In step 570, the one or more conceptual representations of 
the content in the electronic file are stored. For example, the 
conceptual representation may be stored on a server Such as 
those illustrated in FIG. 1. 

In step 580, the assigned weighted values over time as the 
conceptual representation is used and matched are stored. For 
example, an embodiment can assign both mathematical 
weights and positioning in different categories to give an 
ability to understand information that discusses the same idea 
(i.e. are relevant) but use semantically different words. 

In step 590, the example method correlates to a semanti 
cally similar representation. An example embodiment can use 
idea distancing (vital relationship between seemingly sepa 
rately tagged subjects) to increase findability of information. 
Similar subject matters are placed close to each other in the 
logical space of the relational database. All animal types, such 
as lions, tigers, and bears, will be placed close to each other 
under the umbrella of animal. Although lions, tigers, and 
bears are different sub-categories but are closely related in 
idea distance. 

In step 595, the refined conceptual representation over time 
is stored. For example, an embodiment can use Information 
Theory to ensure the terms having weighted values are the 
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most conceptually relevant terms for that stored conceptual 
understanding representation of the document. The process 
ends at end block 599. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example flow diagram of a process in 
the query pipeline to match a query to the existing document 
representations. 

In step 601, the example method eliminates the inconse 
quential information from the Supplied query content and 
creates a conceptual representation of the Supplied query 
content. After step 601, the example method may perform 
adaptive probabilistic concept caching. In the adaptive proba 
bilistic concept, caching frequently-used concepts are main 
tained in memory and query results are returned as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. Two of the key factors in any 
deployment are query and index performance. The intelligent 
platforms Adaptive Probabilistic Concept Caching algo 
rithm ensures that frequently used concepts are maintained in 
memory caches and that query results are returned as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. The intelligent platform also uses 
multi-tier caching, ensuring that the minimum number of 
operations is performed to provide the functionality required. 
Intelligent Advanced Probabilistic Conceptual Multi-Tier 
(APCMT) caching is used in multiple parts of the information 
processing pipeline to ensure the most efficient response is 
given from the most efficient component as quickly as pos 
sible. This also ensures that the individual pieces of informa 
tion that can be cached are cached, and that information that 
is time critical and cannot be cached can be excluded from the 
scheme. 

In step 603, the example method identifies and correlates 
the main terms of conceptual representations common to the 
content in both the query input and the fields in the stored 
XML document representation. Both the documents original 
XML tags and the natively indexed tags inserted in all docu 
ments of all types, structured and unstructured can be stored 
in single type of database and this helps to correlate main 
terms. 

In step 604, the example method determines the probability 
of those common main terms occurring together in a given 
sentence. For example, an embodiment can use statistical 
probability modeling to calculate the probabilistic relation 
ships between terms and phrases. The model of the concep 
tual understanding then improves over time to be more accu 
rate the view of the conceptual meaning of a document based 
applying each new use of that conceptual understanding to 
affect the weighted values on the stored data. 

In step 606, the example method selects sentences that 
contain the largest amount of semantically similar terms 
shared by both the query representation and the field repre 
sentation. 

In step 610, the example method chooses the one or more 
representations with similar content from the stored represen 
tations of the XML documents and assign a relational prob 
ability of relatedness to the content in the query input. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an example block diagram of an embodi 
ment of an intelligent data operation engine with a speech 
recognition engine portion. 
As illustrated in the example block diagram, an audio infor 

mation stream 702 can be input to the example system, for 
example, by a person 750 talking on a mobile electronic 
device, a podcast on the Internet, radio and television shows, 
etc. or some other form of unstructured data. 
The audio information stream input 702 can be identified 

using language identification engine 744 and speech recog 
nition models 706. The speech recognition models 706 can 
include filters to differentiate between, for example, U.S. 
English 711, U.K. English 710, Columbian Spanish 712, and 
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European Spanish 709, to name a few examples. Addition 
ally, speech recognition models 706 can be used to determine 
if the input 702 is audio sound 714 and for speaker recogni 
tion 728 to allow for further audio information stream input 
702 processing as the systems and methods described herein 
are not limited to audio information. Rather these systems and 
methods may be used in conjunction with both unstructured 
data of all varieties, such as video, audio, social media, email, 
text, click Streams, log files, and web-related content and 
search results, as well as structured data. 

Speech recognition models 706 can be controlled by index 
control 704 to output XML based on the audio information 
stream input 702. This XML output can then be processed 
using the systems and methods described herein. For 
example, the XML output can be directed to a storage device 
such as relational databases and alternative databases 716. 
The XML output can also be directed to the intelligence 
engine 720 for processing in accordance with the systems and 
methods described herein. 
An example information platform can include a single 

processing layer that enables organizations to extract mean 
ing and act on all forms of information, including audio, 
Video, Social media, email and web content, as well as struc 
tured data Such as customer transaction logs and machine 
based sensor data. The platform combines intelligence 
engine's 720 infrastructure software for automatically pro 
cessing and understanding unstructured data with the high 
performance, real-time analytics engine for extreme struc 
tured data. A single processing layer provides for conceptual, 
contextual, real-time understanding of all data, inside and 
outside an enterprise. 
The intelligence engine 720 pattern-matching powered by 

statistical algorithms to assign weights to a set of terms, 
corpus, and document level tiers and then indexes these con 
ceptual understandings/representations of an electronic file 
and forms clusters of all of the electronic files that convey a 
similar concept based on the form conceptual understanding 
of the electronic file into a particular category so the intelli 
gence engine 720 can also recognize distance in ideas and 
concepts and does this in near real time. Manage-in-Place 
technology indexes all data where it resides eliminating copy 
ing requirements, storage costs, and hand-off risks, for 
example, by interfacing with databases 718. A NoSQL inter 
face provides single processing layer for cross-channel ana 
lytics of structured and unstructured data. The intelligence 
engine 720 uses performance enhancements for the Analytics 
Platform including Sub-queries, database statistics, life cycle 
management to determine relevant electronic file, query opti 
mization, data re-segmentation, and join filtering. 
The systems and methods described herein can include a 

language pipeline, configured to automatically recognize and 
understand videos, Voice mails, and text documents and con 
vert them into an understandable list of important text, 
phrases and images/symbols in that electronic file. 

All of the intelligence engines 720 (Intelligent data opera 
tion engine server instances) use a common protocol to talk to 
each other such as Autonomy Connect Information Applica 
tion Programming Interface. 
As illustrated in FIG. 7, an example system may process 

queries provided by user 750 to an example Windows specific 
system 724 through query control user interface 730. The 
queries can be directed through C.O.M. query handler 732 
and the platform independent HTTP user API to the intelli 
gence engine 720 and to the relational databases and alterna 
tive databases 716. Based on the query a response may be 
routed from database 718, intelligence engine 720 or rela 
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tional databases and alternative databases 716 through the 
query control user interface 730 back to user 750. 
The system illustrated in FIG. 7 can include mapped secu 

rity. Generally, the biggest single constraint on Scalability 
within enterprise applications can be the ability to manage 
entitlement checks in a scalable manner. An example intelli 
gent data operating layer stores security information in its 
native form directly in the kernel of the engine itself, with 
automatic updates to keep the security data current. This 
sharply contrasts with other security models that store Secu 
rity information in the original repositories, requiring com 
munication between the search engine and the underlying 
repository for every potential result at the time of query. 
An embodiment allows scaling without impeding perfor 

mance, including search each document in its entirety. This 
allows users to retrieve valuable information from every part 
of the document/video file/audio file/database. 

In an embodiment, Scaling can be performed by indexing 
documents such that they may be searched and located and 
then queuing appropriate material based on searching the 
index. The structured data and unstructured data in the differ 
ent storage repositories is indexed and organized within that 
single common index. Each conceptual understanding/repre 
sentation of an electronic file has pointers to the actual stored 
structured data and unstructured data. 
The systems and methods described can provide for con 

ceptual retrieval—built on an innovative pattern-recognition 
technology, the intelligent data operating layer offers higher 
degrees of accuracy and Sophistication using scalable tech 
nology that recognizes concepts rather than simply relying on 
words in the document. 

From a single platform, companies can access and process 
any piece data in any form, including unstructured data Such 
as text, email, web, Voice, or video files, regardless of its 
location or language. 
Some portions of the detailed descriptions herein are pre 

sented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of 
operations on data bits within a computer memory. These 
algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means 
used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most 
effectively convey the substance of their work to others 
skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, con 
ceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a 
desired result. The steps are those requiring physical manipu 
lations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, 
these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals 
capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, 
and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, 
principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these 
signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, 
numbers, or the like. These algorithms may be written in a 
number of different software programming languages such as 
C, C++, Java, or other similar languages. Also, an algorithm 
may be implemented with lines of code in Software, config 
ured logic gates in Software, or a combination of both. In an 
embodiment, the logic consists of electronic circuits that 
follow the rules of Boolean Logic, software that contain pat 
terns of instructions, or any combination of both. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and 
similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physi 
cal quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to 
these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as 
apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that 
throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such 
as “processing or “computing or “calculating or “deter 
mining or “displaying or the like, refer to the action and 
processes of a computer system, or similar electronic com 
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puting device, that manipulates and transforms data repre 
sented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer 
system's registers and memories into other data similarly 
represented as physical quantities within the computer sys 
tem memories or registers, or other such information storage, 
transmission or display devices. 
The present disclosure also relates to apparatus for per 

forming the operations herein. This apparatus may be spe 
cially constructed for the required purposes, or it may com 
prise a general-purpose computer selectively activated or 
reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. 
Such a computer program may be stored in a computer read 
able storage medium, Such as, but is not limited to, any type of 
disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and 
magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), ran 
dom access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, mag 
netic or optical cards, or any type of media Suitable for storing 
electronic instructions, and each coupled with a computer 
system bus. Portions of any modules or components 
described herein may be implemented in lines of code in 
Software, configured electronic circuits, or a combination of 
both, and the portions implemented in Software are tangibly 
stored on a non-transitory computer readable medium, which 
stores instructions in an executable format by a processor. 
The algorithms and displays presented hereinare not inher 

ently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. 
Various general-purpose systems may be used with programs 
in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove 
convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to per 
form the required method blocks. The required structure for a 
variety of these systems will appear from the description 
below. 

Although embodiments of this disclosure have been fully 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is 
to be noted that various changes and modifications will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art. Such changes and 
modifications are to be understood as being included within 
the scope of embodiments of this disclosure as defined by the 
appended claims. For example, specific examples are pro 
vided for shapes and materials; however, embodiments 
include those variations obvious to a person skilled in the art, 
Such as changing a shape or combining materials together. 
Further, while some specific embodiments of the disclosure 
have been shown, the disclosure is not to be limited to these 
embodiments. For example, several specific modules have 
been shown. Each module performs a few specific functions. 
However, all of these functions could be grouped into one 
module or even broken down further into scores of modules. 
Most functions performed by electronic hardware compo 
nents may be duplicated by Software emulation and vice 
Versa. A processor may be a central processing unit, a mul 
tiple core and multiple threaded processor, a digital signal 
processor, and other similar component configured to inter 
pret and execute instructions. The disclosure is to be under 
stood as not limited by the specific embodiments described 
herein, but only by Scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
an index handler, 
data servers configured for distributed processing of struc 

tured and unstructured data, 
where a first of the data servers is configured to: 

use a statistical algorithm to assign weights to terms 
found in content of electronic files, 

use idea distancing between similar concepts to find 
different words in the electronic files that describe a 
same idea, 
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form a conceptual understanding of content in each of 
the electronic files using the statistical algorithm and 
the idea distancing, and 

cooperate with the index handler to form a common 
index of the conceptual understanding of each of the 
electronic files, where the common index includes at 
least a conceptual understanding of a first of the elec 
tronic files that contains structured data and a concep 
tual understanding of a second of the electronic files 
that contains unstructured data, and 

a query pipeline that includes an action handler that is 
configured to supporta distribution of command actions 
in a common protocol to the data servers, 

wherein the data servers are configurable to selectively run 
in one of a mirror mode and a non-mirror mode, wherein 
the data servers in the mirror mode have a same configu 
ration and contain same data, and wherein the data Serv 
ers in the non-mirror mode are configured differently 
and contain different data, and 

wherein the index handler is configurable to selectively run 
in one of the mirror mode and the non-mirror mode, and 
wherein the index handler in the mirror mode is config 
ured to distribute same index data of the common index 
to the data servers, and the index handler in the non 
mirror mode is configured to distribute different por 
tions of the common index to the corresponding data 
SWCS. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein a first instance of the 
action handler is implemented in a distribution server config 
ured to support and convey distribution of the command 
actions in the common protocol both to and between the data 
SeVeS. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the first data server is 
configured to use the idea distancing to form clusters of the 
electronic files, each of the clusters conveying a similar con 
cept based on the formed conceptual understanding of the 
electronic files in the respective cluster fitting into a respec 
tive category. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the index handler is 
configured to split and index data into the data servers, opti 
mize performance by batching data for each data server to 
process, and replicate index commands between the data 
SWCS. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the query pipeline is 
configured to analyze a statistically most rare occurrence of a 
term present in search terms of the query, and to determine, 
based on the analyzing, a most relevant portion of structured 
data and unstructured data to begin a for the query. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the query pipeline is 
configured to focus a majority of total processing power of the 
data servers to find electronic files most relevant towards a 
term in the query that has a most rare occurrence, and wherein 
the query pipeline is configured to start a search in response to 
the query that is weighted more heavily on the term having the 
most rare OCCurrence. 

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
repositories storing the electronic files that are organized 
by subject matter, and wherein the repositories include 
both repositories for the structured data and repositories 
for the unstructured data, and wherein the conceptual 
understandings are represented in an XML format. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the first data server 
includes an executable dynamic reasoning engine that is con 
figured to interact with one or more processors implementing 
multi-threaded processes of the first data server to generate 
the conceptual understandings of the electronic files, and 
execute queries on the electronic files. 
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9. The system of claim 1, wherein conceptual understand 

ings of the electronic files are indexed and organized within 
the common index, and each conceptual understanding 
within the common index has one or more pointers to the 
respective electronic file. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the action handler is 
further configured to propagate query actions to the data 
servers to search the common index, where the action handler 
is further configured to: 

use the data servers as a pool of servers, 
automatically select a primary data server in the pool, and 
switch to a secondary data server in the pool when the 

primary data server fails. 
11. The system of claim 1, wherein the system increases 

performance of both the index handler and the query pipeline 
by using database statistics and life cycle management to 
determine relevant electronic files and to place the relevant 
electronic files into respective categories for indexing. 

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the first data server is 
configured to make a determination of which electronic files 
are most relevant by considering an amount of relevant docu 
ments returning to key terms of a query, a strength rating or 
percentage relevance of those returned documents to the 
query, and tracked historic data of a most relevant indexed 
categories to search for previous similar queries. 

13. The system of claim 1, where the action handler is 
configured to distribute the command actions when a lack of 
feedback from a particular data server occurs to ensure unin 
terrupted service when any of the data servers should fail. 

14. The system of claim 1, wherein the first data server is 
configured to perform adaptive probabilistic concept caching 
in which frequently-used concepts are maintained in a 
memory of the first data server and query results are returned 
using the frequently-used concepts maintained in the 
memory. 

15. The system of claim 1, wherein the first data server is 
configured to form the conceptual understanding of a given 
electronic file by: 

eliminating inconsequential information from a content in 
the given electronic file; 

generating a set of key terms, wherein the set of key terms 
include one or more of singular terms, higher order 
terms, noun phrases, proper names, and any combina 
tion of these; and 

assigning a frequency of occurrence weight to each of the 
key terms. 

16. A method comprising: 
assigning weights to terms found in content of electronic 

files; 
using idea distancing between similar concepts to find 

different words in the electronic files that describe a 
same idea; 

using both the assigned weights and the idea distancing to 
form a conceptual understanding of the content in each 
of the electronic files; 

cooperating with an index handler to form a common index 
of the conceptual understanding of each of the electronic 
files, where the common index includes at least a con 
ceptual understanding of a first of the electronic files that 
contains structured data and a conceptual understanding 
of a second of the electronic files that contains unstruc 
tured data; 

distributing, by a query pipeline, command actions in a 
common protocol to data servers; 

selectively configuring the data servers to selectively run in 
one of a mirror mode and a non-mirror mode, wherein 
the data servers in the mirror mode have a same configu 
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ration and contain same data, and wherein the data Serv 
ers in the non-mirror mode are configured differently 
and contain different data; and 

Selectively configuring the index handler to selectively run 
in one of the mirror mode and the non-mirror mode, 
wherein the index handler in the mirror mode is config 
ured to distribute same index data of the common index 
to the data servers, and the index handler in the non 
mirror mode is configured to distribute different por 
tions of the common index to corresponding data serv 
CS. 

17. The system of claim 1, wherein the data servers are 
configured to run in the mirror mode and the index handler is 
configured to run in the mirror mode for processing queries 
under a first condition, and 

wherein the data servers are configured to run in the non 
mirror mode and the index handler is configured to run in 
the non-mirror mode for processing queries under a 
second condition. 

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the data servers are 
configured to run in the mirror mode and the index handler is 
configured to run in the mirror mode for processing queries 
under a first condition, and 

wherein the data servers are configured to run in the non 
mirror mode and the index handler is configured to run in 
the non-mirror mode for processing queries under a 
second condition. 

19. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing instructions that upon execution cause a system to: 

assign weights to terms found in content of electronic files; 
use idea distancing between similar concepts to find dif 

ferent words in the electronic files that describe a same 
idea; 

form a conceptual understanding of the content in each of 
the electronic files using both the assigned weights and 
the idea distancing; 
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cooperate with an index handler to form a common index 

of the conceptual understanding of each of the electronic 
files, where the common index includes at least a con 
ceptual understanding of a first of the electronic files that 
contains structured data and a conceptual understanding 
of a second of the electronic files that contains unstruc 
tured data; 

distribute, by a query pipeline, command actions in a com 
mon protocol to data servers; 

selectively configure the data servers to selectively run in 
one of a mirror mode and a non-mirror mode, wherein 
the data servers in the mirror mode have a same configu 
ration and contain same data, and wherein the data serv 
ers in the non-mirror mode are configured differently 
and contain different data; and 

selectively configure the index handler to selectively run in 
one of the mirror mode and the non-mirror mode, 
wherein the index handler in the mirror mode is config 
ured to distribute same index data of the common index 
to the data servers, and the index handler in the non 
mirror mode is configured to distribute different por 
tions of the common index to corresponding data serv 
CS. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 19, wherein the data servers are configured to run in 
the mirror mode and the index handler is configured to run in 
the mirror mode for processing queries under a first condition, 
and 

wherein the data servers are configured to run in the non 
mirror mode and the index handler is configured to run in 
the non-mirror mode for processing queries under a 
second condition. 
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